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RONSTADT GENERATIONS CONCERT IN AMBLER ON
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20
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AMBLER, PA -- November 1, 2010 -- RONSTADT GENERATIONS, featuring
the multi-talented family of the legendary Linda Ronstadt, will be in concert
on Saturday, November 20, 2010, at the Songwriters Original Showcase
Home Concert Series presented by Slot-1 Recording Studio, 164 Edgewood
Drive, Ambler, 7:30 PM. Advance tickets are $20 (include light snacks and
beverages) and available online through
www.SongwritersOriginalShowcase.com .
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Hailing from the Southwest, RONSTADT GENERATIONS tours nationally
and represents the multi-cultural roots America was founded upon. Dating
back five generations in North America, their music exemplifies the diverse
ethnic folk forms that comprise the beautiful tapestry of American folk
music.
The band features Michael J. Ronstadt, younger brother of Linda, along
with sons Michael G. and Petie Ronstadt, and band mate Josh Hile,
(referred to fondly as Michael J’s adopted son, whose music is featured in
Neil Young’s acclaimed film CSNY/Déjà vu).
These four voices -- all multi-instrumentalists and solo artists in their own
right -- bring to life a repertoire that reaches back to the end of the 19th
century while continually looking ahead into the 21st, with a rich innovation
of original material alongside traditional Southwestern and Mexican songs.
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Band members have appeared around the world in performance and on
recordings with artists including Los Lobos, Mariachi Cobre, The Gatlin
Brothers, Linda Ronstadt, the Dixie Hummingbirds, Neil Young, Walt
Michael, Norah Jones, Death Cab For Cutie, The Santa Cruz River Band,
Guy Davis, Voodoo Daddy, and others.

Opening for RONSTADT GENERATIONS is LyRA PROJECT, a duo from
Ambler featuring Debra Lee and Rick Denzien, with Michael G Ronstadt
sitting in on cello.

The Songwriters Original Showcase Home Concert Series is part of a
growing, national trend for presenting a dedicated, intimate listening venue
of nationally touring artists, salon style, in the homes of music lovers. It
offers musicians a venue to connect at a personal level with listeners, and
an affordable evening of entertainment that directly supports the artist.

To enjoy an intimate and fascinating musical journey with Ronstadt
Generations, RSVPs are required, and advance tickets are required due to
limited seating. Tickets are $20, include light snacks and beverages, and
are available online through www.SongwritersOriginalShowcase.com
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If you would like to host an S.O.S. Home Series Concert in your home or
need more information – Call 215-643-1313.

###
Editor’s Note: This will be the 5th Home Concert of the series presented in
Ambler since April 2010. Michael G. Ronstadt has completed his first solo
recording at Slot-1 Recording Studio slot-1.com in Ambler. We would be
happy to provide more information / interview if there is opportunity for a
feature story. Thank you!

Based in Ambler, Penn., Slot One Entertainment, Inc. is a record label and publishing house that represents artists from
Slot-1 Studios in musical genres including: Singer / Songwriter, r ock, pop and alternative. Slot One Entertainment, Inc. is
a member: American Society of Composers Authors and Publishers (ASCAP), North East Regional Folk
Alliance(NERFA), For more information visit: http://www.slot-1.comLogo: http://www.slot1.com/Logo_Guitar_DSCN0486_small.JPG

